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Introduction & Acknowledgements 

In the last 20 years, the profession of providing care for school-age children has undergone profound 
change. Once a "forgotten cousin" in the child care cornmuni ty, we in school-age care (SAC) are 
now finding our voice and place in discussions about our children. More and more of our nation's 
leaders are recognizing the importance of the time children spend outside of school, and the critical 
role that we play in ensuring the well-being of childen, their families, and their communities. 

At the National Institute on Out-of-School Time, we have been involved in many projects over the 
last 20 years that have given us a birds' eye view of this evolution. One of the most recent has been 
the MOST Initiative (Making the Most of Out-of-School Time). Three MOST cities (Boston, 
Chicago, and Seattle) have s p n t  the last three years planning, implementing, and evaluaring 
innovative approaches to b t h  the direct care for children and the professional development of staff. 

This report is an outgrowth of that work, as the MOST Initiative has raised a host of questions a b u t  
the best way{s) to go a b u t  smM preparation and credentialing. As we will discuss at some length in 
this report, in using the term "credential," we mean a formal certificate, permit or document that 
certifies that an individual has masted a set of skills and has demonstrated competence in caring 
for children. Credentials may be (and in fact are) offered by a wide range of entities-governmental 
agencies, professional asswialions, cul leges, community organizations, or even ernploycrs. In both 
the MOST communities and in the SAC community nationally, there has been a great deal of 
discussion about whether the National School-Ape Care Alliance (NSACA) or another M y  should 
establish a national SAC credential, similar to the Child Development Asmiate (CDA) credential 
for the early childhod field. 

As a result, we have undertaken a szlntey of several hundred respondents involved in SAC to expIore 
the current state oh eKorts toward establishing school-age credentiaEs and 20 determine what "'nest 
steps" rnlgh t be appropriate for Ed credentialing efforts and for national leaden. Key ateas 
explored in the survey include: 

What kinds OF creden~ials are king developed? (including the target group, settings, and use 
of college credit); 

What is being done to make credential useful and accessible for SAC workforce? (including 
issues around licensing, college credit, compensation, ensuring affordability and job mobil- 
ity); 

What is the process invoived? (Including planning and adminimtion issues, financing, 
staffing, and the connections of a SAC credential to other early childhood or youthwork 
efforts) ; 

- What are the barriers b establishing credentials. and what are some strategies that can be 
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used to overcome those ban-iers? Is there a need for a national organization to undertake 
some activities in order to help address the barriers? 

We have had the help of many individuals and organizations in compiling this infomation. First and 
foremost, thanks lo the respondents to the survey and the thousands of SAC professionals they 
represent. 

This report would not be possible without the support of the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund. 
Their ongoing support of the MOST Initiative continues to bear fmi t as we discover better ways to 
care for children and the professionals who care for them. 

Our gratitude also goes to f ie  "key informants" who helped shape the survey: Anne Bramletle, Judy 
Collins, Joan Costley Diane Trister M g e ,  Colleen Dyrud, Andi Genser, Elaine Johnson, Deborah 
Jordan, Gwen Morgan, Carole Bmnson Phillips, Mary Ellen Pratt. Peggy kehl, Sue Russell, Karen 
VanderVen, Jane Whi tacre, Marcy Whi t e h k ,  and Sandy Tsubkawa Whittall. 

Finally, thanks to Kate McGuire of the NJOST staff', who with patience, tact and administradvc skill 
kept the wheels of the project turning smoothly. 
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Executive Summary 

This report presents findings from a national survey on emerging d e n t i d i n g  programs for school- 
age care (SAC) providers. About I12 of the states. report that a credential is already available, is 
being piloted, or is being planned. About llP3 of the states do not have a credential, nor is one being 
planned. 

2 I credentialing programs were identified from 17 states. Common characteristics of the prognms 
include: 

Nearly half are offered by a col Iege; 

Most have minimal entry requirements; 

Approximately 314 offer college credit; 

Nearly all require candidates to pay some fee; other Sunding comes from a variety of sources; 

Planning for the credentials took an average of approximately 2 years; 

* Many different stakehoIders were involved in developing the programs; 

* Most credensiding programs have some access to paid staff. 

While the identified credentials take many different forms, the process used to develop them usually 
includes the following tasks: 

* defining the core competencies; 

determining the administering agency; 

researching the workforce; 

designing college courses; 

signing agreernenrs w iah colleges to ensure college credit. 

Other tasks were undertaken by relative1 y few credentialing planning efforts: 

changing the licensing regulations to include the credential as either a requirement or an 
option ; 

measuring the existing quality of school-age care; 
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* designing non-credit training; 

developing a portolio process; 

developing p r d u r e s  for pranring credit for prior learning; 

* designing an observation instrument t h m g h  which participants can demonstrate compe- 
tent y, 

Key issues highlighted by this survey include: 

In  many states, there is a profound lack of communication within the SAC, early c h i l d h d ,  
and education communities about SAC credentials and other professional development 
issues. Of particular concern is the finding that many efforts have not engaged the public 
education sector at a time when the schmls "ole as a provider is expanding in many states. 

* Many credentialing efforts do not have a pIan in place tocollect informationabout the par- 
ticipants earning credentials, who is being left out of professional development inf tiatives, or 
the impact the credential has on the quality of care provided and children" outcomes. Devel- 
oping a sustainable professional development system in school-age care rviEI require that this 
information be made available to public policymakers and parents; 

Many respondents report anxiety about Cunding for credentialing programs; 

For many efforts, the laxity of state licensing is seen as a hindrance to the use of credentials. 
Licensing agencies, meanwhile, often report that their primary Cmus is preventing harm to 
children, rather than ensuring professional development opporhrni ties. Additional1 y, the 
growing number of programs operated by the public school system are usuaI1 y not subject to 
limnsing requirements. 

The report concludes with a number of recommendations for 1-1 or state credentialing efforts. 
Additional recommendations for national SAC leaders include: 

fu'urrher collection and dissemination of information abut  participants in credentialing pro- 
grams and the effect of credentialing on program quality and child outcomes: 

consideration of standards andlor guidelines for credential programs. 
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Preface: Do We Know What a Credential Is? 

In this document (and in the survey referred to herein), we use the definition of credential proposed 
by Gwen Morgan of the Center for Career Development in Early Care and Education: 

"the awarding of any certificate, permit, or other document which certifies that an individual 
has mastered a specific set of defined skills and knowledge and has demonstrated competencies 
to perfom a role or different roles in out-of-school-time programs. A credential may be 
awarded by a professional association, state agency, higher education consortium, or other 
organization with a legitimate interest in the qudificarions of individuals working in the field, 
and signifies a consensus by those groups of the validity of the standads set forth." (Morgan, 
1 998). 

Because SAC is such a b m d  field, we wanted to learn about all the ~redentials being offered-not 
just those called "school age care credentials." Our sunrey asked for infornation about my credential 
appropriate for caregivers who work with schm1 age children. As we leanid in the process of 
conducting this survey, this definition s t i l l  leaves mrn for a bewildering breadth of cdentialing 
options. This spirit of innovation has produd many examples for potenlid replication, but i t  also 
raises questions for the school-age community. 

For example, this report descrik credentials that take less than a day to earn, and others that take 
nearly two years. Is there a minimum (or a maximum) time requirement for a certificate to be 
deemed a "credential?" Some credentials, such as the national CDA credential, are specifically 
designed for caregivers of children under 5 years, yes many states repotted use of the credential with 
school-age staff- Does the use of a credential by the scbw1-age community (even though the 
credential was never intended to be used in this way) make i t  in fact a school-ape credential? 

These and other questions indicate the discussions that lie before the school-age community as we 
nurture the growing professionalism that benefits the school-age workforce and the children and 
families in our commnities. Our starting point, the discussion about "What is a credential, anyway?" 
is clearly not yet over. While this report cannot and does not answer this query, it does describe some 
of the many ways in which our colleagues across the country arc answering the question. 
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Overview of Survey 

Surveying Process 

An 8-pgc credcntialing survey was distributed by mail in July, 15% to 265 potential respondents in  
aII 50 states and the District of Columbia. Surveys were distributed to: 

NSA CA Uiliates 

* State licensing officials 

Career development networks 

Community colleges 

Representatives of large SAC providers (YMCA, etc.) 

The survey was designed with the inputaf 17 "key informants," SAC and career development 
experts from throughout the country. A phone interv~ew was conducted with each informant, and a 

d d t  of the susvey was circulated to all informants for further comment. 

Follow-up phone calls were made to recipienzs from states still not represented in received surveys, 
in an attempt to have all states represented. In some cases, the original recipients of the survey 
indialed that someone else in their state would be mote qualified to answer the survey, and a new 
copy tvas sent to that individual. As of March, 1999,73 surveys were received from 39 slates. A 
complete copy or the survey is included in Appendix 1. 

Surveying Issues 

One of the initial issues raced in designing the surrey was determining the audience. Not every state 
has an NSACA affilialte, or even an active nelwork of SAC proressionals. State agencies' oversight 
of SAC programs is often restricted lo safety and health issues, not training or credentialing. Career 
development efforts in many smtes halJe Focused on eady childhood, and may or may not k 
inclusive of SAC. Nevertheless, we hoped by "casting the net wide" to hear about most of the 
existing credentialing effom. 

W e  are not certain if we succeeded in this regard. In a few states, we did not receive a susvey 
although we had heard of credential ing efforts underway and made multiple contacts in an effort to 
include a response from that state. In others, the contradictory infomation we received from 
respondents ~ndicated that information a b u t  SAC efforts was- not reaching dl mernkrs of the child 
care community. 
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We had hoped to be able to structure this report as a "State of the States," with a definitive picture of 
what is happening in each state. However, the multiple surveys with differing perspectives received 
from some states illuminated a key finding-that news about SAC efTorts is not reaching all 
members of the chiid care community. Because that finding in itself is telling, we have decided to 
keep (and report on) mu1 tiple responses received from the same state, where appropriate. 

We asked respondents to tell us about credentials being used by SAC staff, even i f  the credential 
irself was not designed specifidly for SAC. As noted in the preiacc, while we thought our definition 
was clear, responses indicate that some confusion still exists. Several respondents mentioned the 
national CDA credential, which certifies on1 y caregivers sf children under 5 years of ape. More 
arnbi guousl y, some respondents referred to traditional "early chi Id h d  education'' degree programs, 
since many such programs aim to cover the span from 0-8 (or 0- 12, in some cases). As those in the 
SAC comrnuni ty are well-aware, the degree to which these programs actuaEJy prepare caregivers to 
work with school-age children can vary wideIy. We also heard from several respondents about their 
"adminfstratorskredentid." A growing numkr or states are developing such programs, and in many 
cases the credential can be accessed by SAC as well as early c h i l d h d  directors.* 

Finally, we know that many credentidf ng efforts are centered in community colleges. With over 
E ,100 such colleges in the country, however, a complete surrey was impractical, alrhough we did 
survey sume colleges where rve knew efforts wcre undenvay. We did hear about many community 
college effom from respondents, but we may have inadvertently missed others. 

Results of Survey 

Progress on GredentJaSing 

Respondents were asked to indicate their state's current progress on a SAC credential: whether a 
credential was available throughout the state {or some othcr locality), whether there was a pilot 
underway, whether a credential was king planned, or if there was no current involvement with a 
credential process. As Exbibit 1 illustrates, abut I/? of the states report that a credential is already 
available, fs being piloted, or is being planned. A b u t  113 of the states still do not have a credential 
avaiIable, nor is one king planned, for their SAC professionals. Some of these states indiwtcd that 
"s~and-alone" college courses that are not part of a SAC cdential are avaiIable, but we did nor 
collect information a b u t  such courses from each state. Additiondly, some national youlhrvork 
organizations have internal training progmms leading to a credential, but these programs are likewise 
not included in this report (see Appendix 3 for information on these programs). A state-by-state 
listing of credentialing progress is included in Appendix 2. 

* la this report, we do not address the issue of whether or not these credentials are in fact appmprialte for S,4C directors. 
as well as directors of d y  childhood programs.. ?his question is an impomt onebeing raised by many in h e  SAC 
wrnm~mni~y. 
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Exhibit 2: Types of Agencies Issuing1 
A dministering Creden tiak 

(includes planning states) 

Exhibit 7 : Sta tes' Progress in Developing Credentials for SAC Staff 
(number of states at each /eve!) 

Higher Education 

I 

SAC Assn, 

R&R 

State Agency 

Nactonal Assn. 
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Issuing Agencies 

As expected, a wide variety of agencies we spunsoring credentialing efForts. In totaI, we received 
information about 21 "active" credentialing efforts; that is, credentials in operation or in pilot phascs. 
The largest number (8) are being offered by colleges. Several credential efforts are administered 
through state agencies or AEYC's. The balance are offered by SAC groups, resource and referral 
agencies or career development groups. One state has contracted with the national Council on Early 
Childhood Professional Preparation to make a school-age CDA credential available. 

We asked respondents from "active" and planning states to indicate when planning efforts k g a n  for 
credentials, when pilot projects were undertaken or planned, and when rulI implementation was 
underway. Our intention was to gain a sense of how long a credentialing efiort generally took, and 
how much time states should allow for the planning process. 

States with credentials "fully implemented" indicated an average length of 1 -9 years from beginning 
of planning to pilot, and another year to full implcmentation. Only a. few states with credentials in 
opemtion indicated planning p e r i d s  of more than a few years. 

States in the planning process reported an average oh 2.3 years spent planning to date. However, the 
m g c  of responses was broad: some efforts began in 1998, and seven1 others have been planning for 
five years at more. 

Planning & lmplemntafion P afijcipatjon 

We asked respondents to describe which constituencies were involved in planning or implementing 
their credentials. Edibi t 3 summarizes our findings. SAC groups, of course, were heavily 
represenled. Resource and refeml agencies and higher education were also usually part of the 
process. Parents, the religious community, and Cmprative E~tcnsion were included only rarely. 
Surprisingly, public education was represented in only about one-third of the efforts. In general, 
efforts led by "cross-discipline*' mdi tion groups (such as a carer development group) included 
more constituent g r o u p  than efforts led by "single-discipline" groups (such as an NSACA aFiiliate 
or a community college). 
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Exhibit 3: Stake holders Involved in Developing 
Credentials 
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Targeting the Participant A udience 

Of the 21 credentials, 12 are specifically for caregivers working with school-age children. Only two 
are restricted to licensed SAC programs. Six are for any caregiver working with children 0-12. Two 
are administrators' credentials designed for both early childhood and SAC directors. No credentials 
offer further "specidizations," such as for SAC professionals working with 5-8 year olds. 

Components 'sf Credentiafs 

Planning Process. We asked respondents to tell us in some detail about various components of the 
process of planning a credential. We enumerated 16 "'tasks" which are often part of credential 
planning and implementation, and asked respondents if they had already finished the Itask, were still: 
planning to complete it  but had not yet finished, or if it was a task they were not planning to include 
as part of their process. 

As Exhibit 4 shows, there were several tasks that most "active" states had completed, particularly 
defining the core competencies, researching the workforce, and deciding which agency rvould 
administer the credential. Other tasks were ones thal were commonly set aside until later, notably 
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developing "credit lor prior 1 e a r n i n g ' ~ r d u r e s .  Finally, some tasks were not envis ion4 as past of 
the process by a number or states, including measuring existing quality oP SAC and changing 
Iicensing regulations. 

Exhibit 4: Tasks Included in Credential Development 

5ull ta be 
Fmrshd comoleted Won't be ~ncluded 

Rz5earched workforce 62% 590 0% 
Defined core cornpeencle 71% 0% 0% 
ldent~fred avaltable tralnlng 48% 19% 5% 
De5rgned collcw course4 52% 1% 5% 
Desrgned m c r e d ~ t  tralnlng 1% 14% 2% 
Developed tralnlrq approval processes 43% 19% 5% 
Devctoped portfoho process 24% 14% 14% 
Developed c r e d ~ t  for pnor iearntng procedures 109, 33% 14% 
~ l g n e d  agreemcnts w ~ t h  mliegc(s) 4 3% 24% 5% 
Designed h c t v a c ~ o n  I%trument 29% 14 % 24% 
Measumd exlstlng a,ualrty of 5AC 10% I 5% L%% 
Dec~ded on adrnrn~swrlng agcncy 62% 10% 0% 
Frnal~zed cadldatc proccs  48% 199, 596 
trained adv~sors 2946 2% 14% 

Chanvd  Ihcem~ty requlrernenz5 10% 14% 33% 
Docurnen& crcdem~al proces5 43% 199, 596 

note: totals cEo not equal Im: some r c ~ m d e n c 5  d ~ d  not tml~cax  scatus of 5ome or all tcems. 

Reqrlixementsjor candidates. Credential programs ranged fmm one-day certificate programs lo 2- 
year college progmrns. Requirements for candidates before beginning the pro- were usually 
minimal; minimum age (18) and high school diploma were required by most. Five quired p d  of 
English proficiency. A fcw programs had additional requirements, such as recommendations, 
previous training, or experience. 

I 

Once in the program, candidates are asked to complete a variety of components. College courses 
were the most common, but the range of requirements was quite broad, as shown in Exhibit 5. 

Incentives 

In designing the survey, SAC experts fmm mound the country stressed the importance of building 
incentives into credentialing programs; that is, reasons for SAC staff to undertake credentials or for 
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programs to rcquire credentials of their staff. Anecdotal evidence prior to this suwey had indicated 
that credential programs have generally low participation rates kcause of a lack of incentives. The 
suwey elicited responses about four different kinds of incentives: 

Licensing. The role of licensing in encouraging credentialing arouses strong feelings in the SAC 
community. Only two states currentiy require a credential for any SAC role (California and Nonh 
Carolina), and in both cases, the requirement is a general one for any licensed p r o g m  serving 
children, not just SAC programs. In general, training requirements Tar SAC roles are fair1 y minimal. 
In most states, directors and group leaders do not need any training specifically related to working 
with school-age children, with the exception of Pirst aid and CPR, which are required in many states. 
As reporad in the -ion on "barsiers," a sizeable proportion of respondents feel that the lasity of 
licensing requirements is a major barrier to credentialing in their states. 

I ~ 3 % -  Exhibit 5: Requirements of Credential Program 

At the same time, a surprising number (about two-thirds) of active credentialing efforts which report 
licensing to be a barrier to credentialimp are not attempting to change licensing regulations to include 
the credential as a requirement or option. 
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College Credil. The recent emphasis on the importance of college credit for child care professionals 
has clearly had an impact on emerging credential efrorls. As shown in Exhibit 6, college credit is 
available in most existing credentialing programs, and other states with planning undenvay report 
intentions to include college credit in their progmrns. 

-- 
-- 
-- 
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Exhibit 6: Wha t Credential Participants Receive 
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Cumpensalion. Although programs such as the T.E.A.C.H. Early C h i I d h d @  Project* and research 
such as Cost, Quality, and Outcomes (see Appendix 3 for full citation) have emphasized the 
important role of adequate compensation in quality progmms for early c h i l d h d ,  no SAC 
credentialing program reported including a compensation component (although a few reported that 
individual employers had increased employee's wages after they had earned credentials). 

Reimbrdrsernenf RW & Subsidies. There has been gowing discussion in the child care cummuni ty 
about the use of variable reimbursement rates as a strategy for quality improvement (in this context, 
reimbursement refers mr to assistance with training or education costs, bat to the tole of the state or 
1-1 government in paying centers for the care of specific children). In this scheme, propmms with 
higher quality, as measused by observations, staff training, or other mechanisms, would receive a 
higher subsidy or reimbursement rate from state or county agencies contracting to pla~e children. 
This strategy woufd only affect centers which enroll children using such vouchers or "slots," of 
course. 

Only two states, Oklahoma and Wisconsin. reported that their credentialing programs are linked to 
rei rn bursement rates. 

* T.E.A.C.H. (Teacher Education and Compensation Helps) was developed in N o d  Carolina hut is now operaling in a 
a u m k  of states. For more information, contact Day Care Services Association at (9 19) 967-3272. 
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Funding 

Credentialing programs are being paid for through a variety of funding mechanisms (see Exhibit 7). 
Most programs have at least a minimal fee for candidates, ranging from $20 to $3,200. As reported 
in the section on barriers, funding for credentialing efforts is a major concern for many respondents, 
and several programs report that a lack of funding results in having to limit enrollment or raise 
candidate Pees. 

Exhibit 7: Funding for Credentia J Programs 

I I I I I 
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Most states with active credentialing efforts have one or more persons worlcinp on the program on a 
paid basis. Six states reported that their efforts have paid staff, a d  another six reported that staff 
from other agencies had been formally assigned to work on credentialinp as part of their work duties. 
Only one state has an active program using volunteer coordination (Iowa); in that state, Concordia 
University provides the credential opportunities. By contmt, only four of the efforts in the plann~ng 
stage (of 17)  have dedicated or formally-assigned staff. 
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Exhibit 8: How Programs are Ensuring Diversify 
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inclusiveness Issues 

In our dcsign of the survey, scvcral inrormants raiscd a concern that we investigate the dcgrec to 
which credentialing proglams are fully accessible to aII SAC professionals: both how thc prognms 
are being designed to be inclusive, and whether or not the SAC staff enrot id in the programs 
represent the diversity or their communities. Eiphr states reporled that they have information 
available on [he participants in their credential programs; it would be a fruitful Follow-up to this 
study to investigate how fully the programs are k i n g  used by participants from traditionally under- 
represented communities (ethnic andlor linguistic minorities, low-income regions, and rural areas, 
for exam ple) . 

Wc asked respondents to tell us what steps they arc taking as part OF their planning or 
implementation process to ensure a diverse group of participants, instructors, and others involved in 
credentialing. The survey did not address the question of how credentialing initiatives were insuring 
that the contens of the credential was appropriate and relevant for a diverse participant p l .  

Most states indicated that they were cognizant of the need to insure access to their credential and that 
they werc worhng both to increase participant diversity and "leader" diversity (that is, diversity 
among advisors, trainers, validators, mentors, and others who might be working with participants as 
past of the crcdentialing process). The steps taken to pursue this goal included some well-known 
oncs (including a diversc group in planning, using newspaper publicity, etc.) and well as some novel 
approaches (partncring with a tribal group, for example, in the case of Oklahoma). The use of 
various approaches is shown in Exhibit 8. 
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